Leebron, Ping win
Award recognizes service to Houston

Rice University is expanding both inside and outside the hedges. While construction has been creating new buildings and facilities to improve the campus, the Rice administration and faculty have been working on increasing the university's international presence. Their efforts have been recognized by the Greater Houston Partnership, who named President David Leebron and University Representative Mary McIntire as Houston's International Executives of the Year Sept. 30.

I'm grateful to all the people who welcomed us with open arms when we first came to Houston ... they inspired us to engage with the city.

K. Ping Sun
University Representative

Leebron and Sun are the first representatives of an academic institution to receive the award, established 24 years ago by Greater Houston Partnership with the Kiwanis Club of Houston, the city of Houston, Harris County, the Port of Houston Authority and the U.S. Department of Commerce.

"David and Ping exude Houston," President and CEO of Greater Houston Partnership Jeff Moseley said in a video testimonial. "When you meet them, you know immediately that you're received with warmth, by affection, by friendship. As a result of being such warm individuals, they're natural ambassadors for the university and for our region."

Leebron said the award was exciting because Rice's increasing internationalism has led to Houston's becoming a more international city. In addition, the award is a symbol of the importance with which Houston regards its own international aspect.

"We expect [ourselves] to be one of the most important ways in which Houston is connected to the world," Leebron said.

Sun said many people in the community have been role models and mentors for Leebron and her...
Facebook affecting normal social activity

It was early evening on May 11. The Rice Program Council President, British Prime Minister Theresa May was entering the neighborhood of Commons when a man jumped out suddenly from the house and delivered a fist shot right at her chest. The man was John Bellingham, and on that day in 1812 he earned himself the reputation of being the only man to have ever successfully assassinated a British prime minister.

Although Mangalji raises many valid points in her article, praise for Facebook is cursory and illusory. You reflect on the merits of human versus virtual interaction and hope this article elucidates my recent experience. I have encountered pesky pests on campus this year.
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ANY NEGOTIATIONS CONCERNING LIMITATIONS TO ISRAELISettlement activity in Gaza and the West Bank should be preceded by a reasonable demonstration of regard for Israel.

The intelligence of many of Israel's opponents particularly their violent targeting of civilians — never ceases to amaze me. But what amazes me more is that such irrefutable bluntness by these same parties and many in the rest of the world suggests that Israel ought to make concessions before the good faith of its neighbors has been demonstrated. Really! It's like telling a victim of domestic violence to change to avoid "setting off" future abuse.

It is important to remember the context of the occupation of the disputed territories: These have been a massacre and concerted attack on Israel by its neighbors, an attack that those neighbors seem never to have imagined would exist or be able to repel. It was the very belligerence of these folks that led to the circumstance they now bemoan.

Many Israelis would make concessions if they felt peace would result, but it should be clear by now that negotiating with them is no longer likely to bring peace. The Israeli people have lived under the threat of hostile actions from their neighbors outside and inside the country for more than 60 years. They are weary, but every time they've made concessions it has escalated to hostilitie activities from neighbors.

Yet even in the face of the most shameful acts on the part of their opponents, Israelis have never to my knowledge responded by shamelessly targeting civilians as a means of striking terror in the hearts of those who wish them ill. Certainly civilians have died on both sides but there is an important distinction. When Palestinians and others targeted Israel, they sought the maximum number of civilian casualties and repudiated in this success. In contrast, Israel never targeted civilians or celebrated civilian casualties.

Israel is ready for peace, but peace requires the participation of all parties. The settlement freeze, in my opinion, is merely a gimmick that offers false hope and "places the cart before the horse." No people should ever be expected to withstand any level of civilian targeting.

It is a real shame because so many of the Palestinian people are kept from a better life by security measures Israel currently takes to prevent attacks on its own civilians. If the few who fight like school bullies pull up bystanders to get their way would desire, certainly progress could be made toward improving the lot of regular Palestinians.

But an enduring demonstration of regard for Israel, such as we are seeing in the US, where we have a complete halt of terrorist activity, should precede any talk of terms.

Cody Shilling

Cody Shilling is a Will Rice College sophomore.

TOMORROW, AS I sat down to unwind after another hard day as an anesthesiology resident in New York, I received a phone call. I didn't know who was calling, but I realized as soon as I answered that it was my parents. "Got somethin' on your mind?"

"That's interesting," I thought. If I learned anything at Rice it was to question my world. So I will exercise these skills now: Rice, why do you think I owe you money?"

That parchment degree hanging in my parents' house is the receipt for the education I purchased. As we all know, Rice won't award you a degree until you settle all accounts. People have lived under the threat of hostile actions from their neighbors for more than 60 years. They are weary, but every time they've made concessions it has escalated to hostile activities from neighbors.

That is why I am no longer inclined to believe Rice when it argues that giving them money will lead them to "decrease tuition," or "increase scholarships." Those are reserved specifically for those who are accepted, not just the economically underprivileged. Just think: My medical school accomplishes this level of generosity without the endowment of a developing country.

I don't plan on donating to Rice, but I do intend to go to medical school whose alumni organization promised on the first day that they would approach us for donations until 10 years after graduation. The university has a long-term plan for providing free medical education for everyone who is accepted, not just the economically underprivileged. Just think: My medical school has removed this level of generosity without the endowment of a developing country. The world will never see Rice, but the pleasure of being the ground I tread upon during my undergraduate career. So, please stop calling me.

Falan Mouton 

Falan Mouton is a Sid Richardson College alumna.

Got somethin' on your mind? et the entire Rice community read it.

Write a column for the Rice Thresher

email thresher-ops@rice.edu for details
DSS director begins year there's a lot of memories, she said as she walked into the midterr. annu- ral as the DSS director with financial and academic services. Active in intramural sports, Russell hopes to make Wiess more accessible. Next Russell plans to make the Wiess students and their families safer and adding to academic services. University campuses were both a: the unparalleled passion for Wiess and its future during that week. Emanuel's farewell speech, Warwick for instance, was exactly, or disablist issues. Disability Activ- ers, Education, or DAR. DARE, Society is a committee of students, advised by Russell, which consists on ways to improve disability support. DARE formed last spring as an ef- fort directed at students to try to communicate their challenges and to share solutions with each other. The organization wants to include Disability Awareness, Education, or DAR. DARE President Emily Pye said. DARE encourages more students to come forward. But Russell wanted to make sure that everything continued to run smoothly. "I really enjoyed last year's se- mester events and I wanted to make sure that we have as least as good of event this year," Bilstein said. As for Halliburton, being on the campus for the last two years has been the fruition of a long-time goal. "I have been talking about applying for Halliburton since my sophomore year," I'm from Houston to know the city. Every venue we've been to, Russell said. Planning ahead, the Senior Com- mittee is taking a few lessons from the mistakes of previous senior par- ties. For instance, they didn't want a repeat of last year's Senior Gala that ran out of food early on. "The budget at our control was out of control," Halliburton said. Another issue with Senior Gala the parents had was the availability of tickets. Only around 400-500 tickets were sold, which was not enough. Besides not having enough tickets, seniors also didn't have priority in the ticketing process. One of the major problems of last year was that they picked a really great venue," Halliburton said. "They didn't have enough tickets for the entire senior body to attend the senior party, I ended up giving my ticket to a friend." Bilstein said. The Senior Committee will also produce more events this year than events and parties this year, Halliburton said. The executive committee has already been thinking about venues for upcoming events. One of the large dance-club in midtown Houston is a likely contender. It is a popular venue with plenty of space for everyone to accommodate. Arquero said. "It's going to be awesome," Halliburton said. "It's senior year, it's the time to celebrate."
Cooper takes over as Baker pres

BY JOCELYN WRIGHT
Thresher Editorial Staff

Baker College junior Christine Cooper took as Baker student government president Wednesday. Former president Megan McSpedon stepped down a week ago citing personal reasons.

"It's definitely a steep learning curve because everyone else who has been president has had it for a few months or knows what current issues are, whereas I was thrown into the mix this week," Cooper said. "But everything is going well so far."

"Ideally, everyone is equally aware of what's happening and on Cabinet or everyone's equally involved in decisions," McSpedon said. "We try to involve the entire student body and stepping down doesn't really affect things that much.

"We really proud of Baker with all the transition that we've had this year - RA's, movers, now me - but I think that the way we've handled this transition really shows that values are important; this idea that everyone's equally involved in making decisions," Fossi said. "Watching the way this year has played out I couldn't be more proud of the way we've tried to do that." Cooper said she was also proud of the ease with which the Baker community transitioned to her leadership.

Southwestern University in October to help you submit your application. The Office of the Registrar is coming to your college in October to help you submit your Application for Degree.

The following were noted at the most recent meeting of the Student Association presidents also serve as the SA, but Tzouanas stood out. Cooper said she was confident in the future of Baker's government due to its system of lateral leadership - the idea that their community is stronger if everyone, including those not directly involved in college government, has the opportunity to be a leader.

Christine Cooper
Baker College president

"I felt like I had the time and experience to give it a try," Cooper said. Cooper has been actively involved in Baker government since her freshman year. The College of Arts and Sciences includes four different colleges in the fall, Cooper said, and she thought it was a really historic opportunity to communicate what Rice has done in its first 100 years and to capture all of the excitement that Rice has in its next 100 years, she said.

"But everything is going well so far."

"I thought it was a really historic opportunity to communicate what Rice has done in its first 100 years and to capture all of the excitement that Rice has in its next 100 years, she said.

"We were really trying to facilitate a smooth transition over the past year. She coordinated the Centennial Commission to choose the Centennial Director Kathleen Boyd Fossi said.

"We are thrilled to have Stephanie Tzouanas will serve on the committee on the theme for the year 2012 is "The New Hundred Years," in order to echo Edgar Rice's 2011 success and to symbolize that Rice is again embarking on a journey," Fossi said. Student representation on the committee is reserved for the class and the past two classes. Rice is again embarking on a journey," Fossi said. Student representation on the committee is reserved for the class and the past two classes. Rice is again embarking on a journey," Fossi said.
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The hedges surrounding Rice University seem to wall in students, despite the university's location within America's fourth-largest city. A microcosm forms on the Rice campus where students almost never have to leave the hedges unless they feel compelled to, but on campus programs are working to change this.

The Hedgehopper card is a program that works to encourage students to get off campus and explore the city of Houston. It offers cultural, edible, and travel opportunities. The card allows students to explore the city without having to worry about transportation costs. Many students find the card to be very helpful in exploring the city and discovering new places to go and things to do.

In 2010, the program was expanded to include additional benefits, such as discounts on restaurant bills and transportation. The program is run by the Rice Program Council and is supported by various student organizations, including the Rice Student Government Association and the Rice University Student Union.

The Hedgehopper card is currently available to all students at Rice University and is distributed during orientation week. The card includes a list of participating businesses and offers discounts to students when they present the card. The program is designed to encourage students to explore the city and take advantage of the cultural and recreational opportunities available in Houston.

The program is continually evolving to include new businesses and services, and students are encouraged to provide feedback on the program to help improve it. The Rice Program Council is committed to ensuring that the Hedgehopper card remains a valuable resource for students and continues to grow and evolve to meet the needs of the Rice community.
Debate starts strong season

BY JOEY CAPARELLA

The Rice speech and debate team, the George R. Brown Forensics Society, found success in their first tour-
ament of the year and looks ahead to a big season.

This year, the team’s numbers have doubled compared to last year, increasing to 20 members from 10.

Assistant Director of Forensics Glenn Prince said he is happy to see increased interest in debate.

“There’s an incredible number of Rice students who did debate in high school but not all of them make it to the college level for various rea-
sons,” Prince said. “This year, we made an effort to raise our visibility with Böras and announcements and it seemed to work.”

Prince said that there are only three veterans on the team this year, as the remaining four returning mem-
bers are among those new, meaning that the majority of the team is made up of newcomers.

Brown freshman Karl Schaefer is one of these new members, “I did debate in high school for four years and when I was a prospec-
tive student at Rice, I stayed with a member of the debate team,” Schaefer said. “When I got here, I talked to
glenn and decided to do it.”

Team Captain Katie Donavan, a Martel College junior, feels that the newcomers are already making a meaningful contribution to the team.

“It’s good to see new faces be- cause it gives us more manpower to have better depth of knowledge in our arguments,” Donavan said. “Also, the veterans are able to hone their skills by explaining things to these newcomers.”

The team’s first competition of the year was Sept. 25-26, when they competed in a regional tournament at the University of Houston con-
vinced teams and individuals from 15 universities.

Rice placed third in three team awards and 16 individual awards, winning 38 deb-
adams.

In one section of the tournament, called the Lincoln Douglas Debates, Rice “closed out,” meaning that only Rice team were left to the elimination bracket after the preliminary rounds, ending the event early.

Prince said that, despite the inex-
perienced nature of the team, he felt that their performance at the tourna-
ment exceeded expectations.

The team has since competed in two other tournaments, one at Texas Southern University and the other at Lone Star College-
Kingwood, the results of which have not yet been announced.

Looking ahead, Donavan said that she has clear goals in mind.

“I hope in a few years as the national tour-
ament, and I’ll also love to see a growth of our speech program in particular,” Donavan said. “In the past, we’ve been focused mostly on debate, but I think the newcomers will respond well to an increased emphasis on speech as well.”

In addition to future tourna-
ments, the team has a few more pub-
lic events planned.

On Oct. 18, Rice debates will ap-
ppear on a local late-night talk show, “Late Night Lumin,” to participate in a public debate concerning issues in the upcoming election. This debate will be against Texas Southern University.

On Oct. 27, the Forensics Society, in conjunction with the School of Hu-
manities, will host scholars from “The Project on Race and Political Commu-
nication” to debate the topic, “Who can use the N-Word?”

Prince said this interdisciplinary event exemplifies what debate at Rice is about.

“Debating teaches valuable skills that matter late in life,” Prince said. “This is an opportunity for people from various cipher and non-
sense majors alike.”

Hobby discusses book

BY HEINKEN DENG

In celebration of the publication of his book, How Things Really Work: Lessons from a Life in Politics, former Texas Lieutenant Governor Bill Hob-
by (Wnels ‘53) returned to alma mater to discuss his new book and his life in politics.

On Wednesday at the Baker Insti-
tute, Hobby and longtime friend Glenn 
Tiede, who is currently director of 
communications at the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center at the Uni-
iversity of Texas at Austin, discussed changing the government, the ma-
jor accomplishments during Hobby’s term and Hobby’s work in the Senate.

According to Hobby, the major dif-
fERENCE between his days in office and current Texas government is that it has become far more partisan. For exam-
ple, there never used to be a Democratic or Republican caucus in the state.

When Tiede, who has known Hob-
by for 45 years and worked with him on his book over the last five years, asked what Hobby’s major accomplish-
ment was while he served in a lieutenant governor, she said that he stressed education above all else. Hobby had a strategic vision for Texas — a tuition freeze and education would otherwise be spent on public service, Hobby said.

President David Leebron, who in-
storted Hobby, said that it was ap-
propriate for Rice to host Hobby, given that he attended as an undergraduate student, taught political science at the university and supported the institu-
tion with his family. Leebron agreed that Hobby’s accomplishments of part-
nership in the government.

“A lifelong friend, Governor Hobby very interesting,” Leebron said. “I think the thing that really struck me, as Hobby observed, the change in government with increasing partnership and a few less politics, rather than getting things done. [Hobby] is a great exam-
ple of someone who now that government work in a bipartisan sort of way.”

Southall Hall (Will Rice ’69) attended the discussion and said he enjoyed Hobby’s sense of humor. Furthermore, he found the book and what Hobby said was rel-
levant to his life.

“It’s just great to have people who are familiar with your life, who got you and the education my children are going to get,” Leebron said with a graduate in Department in American History. During his time at Rice, he served as the editor of the Thresher. Later in his life, Hobby taught and served on the board of directors. Hobby served a record 12 years from 1979 to 1991, a term that included as lieutenant governor, a role in which he was considered one of the most powerful leaders in the Senate. In his book, the son of William P. Hobby Sr., who served as lieutenant governor from 1914-1917 and then as governor of Texas from 1917-1919, Houston’s Hobby Airport was named after Hobby Sr.

Hobby’s discussion in the Baker insti-
tute was moderated by Steve Mur-
dock, professor of sociology and director of the Hobby Center for the Study of Texas at Rice. Introducing Hobby were Rice State Senator Rodney Edwards and former Texas State Senator Max Sherman and Ray Farabee.

Hobby discussed his book, “How Things Really Work: Lessons from a Life in Politics including candid reflections about Hobby’s days in office and his perspective on what govern-
ment should and should not do. More information about the book can be found on www.billhobby.com.

Forty-two speakers participated in a wide variety of events, ranging from health and wellness to campus life. For a complete listing of all the Health Awareness Week events, please visit the following web-
site: http://cic.rice.edu/calendars.aspx. If you have any questions about Health Awareness Week events, please contact Health committee co-chairs, Tiffany Chen (tcc@rice.edu) or William Luo (lump@rice.edu).

SPONSORED BY THE RICE STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAM (RSVP).

To learn more about RSVP, please visit the following website (http://www.rice.edu/rsvp) or come to a general meeting every Monday night at 9:00 pm in the Miner Lounge of the RMC.
I am very excited about the potential that the new building holds. It will be transformative for not only the university but also for the greater Houston community," McLeit said.

McLeit said that the building will contribute to the aesthetic appeal of Rice’s campus, as a beautiful yard and terrace will offer students a place to study or relax.

McLeit said that to date, the university has raised approximately $40 million in gifts and pledges for the estimated $130 million project. McLeit said the Glascock School will be funded completely through personal donations and gifts. Most undergraduate students and graduate students of the School of Continuing Studies are unsure of the Glascock project.

"I'm not sure of it, but I guess it provides great opportunities to the adults," said Sid Richardson College sophomore Christian Woo said. "It's a nice upgrade since Rice is one of the best universities in the region."

Some students support the idea since it involved making improvements to the university as a whole.

"Although I think that $130 million is too much to spend on a new building for the School of Continuing Studies, the Glascoocks wouldn't have donated this money to the school specifically for this project if they didn't think it would be a useful addition," Wi- lees College senior Mallory Bortolf said. "I just look at it as money we wouldn't have gotten otherwise," Bortolf said.

There is no direct timeline for the building of the Glascock School. McLeit said that the funds will be raised in time for the Centennial Celebretion in 2012. Construction will commence when fundraising efforts generate enough donations.

The Concerts Committee hopes to continue the tradition of bringing new and exciting live music to campus. Retta said. Its main projects are two large concerts, one in the fall and one in the spring. Smaller shows like last night's The Wild Moccasins. Smaller shows like last night's The Wild Moccasins."

"It’s a lot of fun to have that diversity on campus," Munro said. "They have different stories and different cultures, and I really like learning about all that."

The Concerts Committee hopes to continue the tradition of bringing new and exciting live music to campus. Retta said. Its main projects are two large concerts, one in the fall and one in the spring. Smaller shows like last night’s The Wild Moccasins are also on the agenda.

The RPC Committee was formed last year after a restructuring of the EPC committees to focus on bringing live music to Rice. It is responsible for finding and booking artists and planning concerts. Retta and Duncan College sophomore Lawrence Lin, the two co-chairs for the 2010-2011 school year, were selected after applying last spring and interviewing with the RPC executive council and facul- ty advisors.

Retta said she applied for the position because she wanted to get involved with concert programming on campus. "I wholeheartedly love the concert experience," Retta said.

"I think [EPC] will be fun for people to dance to," Wilson said. In past years, EPC has booked artists of the indie genre, such as The National, Ben Kweller, Augustine and The Wild Moors. Stu- dents will recognize songs featured in DJ Earworm’s mashups as popular radio hits. Jones sophomore Andrew Jones said she didn’t go to the concert because the artist was more mainstream. Jones said people are into mash- ups.

"I wholeheartedly love the concert experience," Retta said.

Retta and Lin are joined on the committee by a team of eight students from various colleges and years, each of whom applied and were selected for the position by Retta and Lin. Committee members provide input and ideas and also help plan the events.

The RPC Concert Committee is already at work planning more con- certs. Retta heard that artists from Austin’s Fun Fun Fun Fest were on the short list. Students should look forward to bigger and more exciting names in the spring, Retta said.

"I think, in the end, it works toward human advancement," Le- ebron said.

McMurry College junior Brann- na McInerney said she thinks there has been a slight increase in the number of international students. She said coming from a small town in New Jersey, she was attracted to the internationalism at Rice, which was one of the reasons she chose to attend Rice.
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"More people are into mash- ups," Jones said.
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The Social Network
You’ll “Like” David Fincher’s latest film

KENSEY KING
THRILLER STAFF

High school and college students are quite familiar with how much of their free time is consumed by social networking websites, and whether you love or hate its constantly changing design and layout, Facebook has earned the distinction of being one of the most important communication tools of this generation. With its spectacular cinematography, dialogue and actors, The Social Network reveals the story behind the creation of the social networking behemoth and the minds that made it a reality.

From the get-go, the audience is made aware of the fact that Mark Zuckerberg, played by Jesse Eisenberg (Zombieland), is a nerd. After breaking up with his girlfriend, Zuckerberg creates a website out of spite called FaceMash, a website for Harvard students. Instead, Zuckerberg decides to create his own social networking site for Harvard students. Instead, Zuckerberg decides to create his own social networking site. The Facebook, and the rest, as they say, is history.

Although most of the cast of The Social Network is made up of young, no-name actors, not one of them stands in the shadows of the film’s movie veterans, Eisenberg and Justin Timberlake (Rock Steve More), Eisenberg manages to create a high level of complexity in his acting and evoke sympathy from the audience even though he character is a rather dry and antisocial fellow. Andrew Garfield (Never Let Me Go), who takes on the most emotional role in the movie as Eduardo Saverin, handles his character as the co-founder of Facebook and the betrayed friend well and evokes a great amount of compassion from the audience. Playing the role of the tech genius, Timberlake plays a new-age Darth Vader — dark but also Zuckerberg’s father figure.

Director David Fincher, who was nominated for an Academy Award for The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, makes this film appealing from every angle and every scene. He adapts Ben Mezrich’s nonfiction novel The Accidental Billionaires, a great amount of compassion from the audience. Playing the role of the tech-savvy jerk, Timberlake plays a new-age Darth Vader — dark but also Zuckerberg’s father figure.

The Social Network is not the typical tech movie and does not fit the mold of the stereotypical hero/anti-hero. Th thanks to its behind-the-scenes schemers, relevant to everyday life and its grade-A actors, The Social Network is a must-see movie for 2010.

Veg Out: Happily holed up at Hobbit Cafe, LOTR style

Hobbit Cafe is one of those rare themed restaurants that manages to be cool without being annoying. The Lord of the Rings-themed decor is omnipresent, to be sure, yet subtle enough that it doesn’t invade your dining experience like a horde of raging Orcs. A section of the menu features sandwiches with whimsical names such as Doofin and Smug’s Delight, but most of the menu is actually tasty. A glance at the menu shows sandwiches in two sizes, slim and regular, but don’t be fooled — slim is so enormous I had to take half of my sandwich home, and I almost never do that. I can only imagine how big the regular sandwich is.

Abigail Dock
Relish: Beavers’s icehouse-style barbecue is ‘dam’ delicious

When we arrived at Beaver’s, we were greeted by the combination of the smell of barbeque in the air and the sound of The Decemberists on the radio. The music playing continued to be excellent yet too mainstream, the sound of The Decemberists on the radio. Our friends Joe and Pete both ordered the PB-Fish Parm Ciberick because they can’t think for themselves. However, in a night full of delicious food, the Ciberick was unbelievably the best at our table. We were too busy eating all of the food. Also, Dan and biggy are super cool.

In an effort to prove to the goy that they don’t keep kosher, Siegfried ordered the Bad-Aus Po-Pony, which was full of cornmeal-fried shrimp and fish. The sandwich was delicately seasoned, enhancing its flavor without obscuring the shrimp taste. It came with chips, as did every other dish. And while we think those chips were seasoned with garlic, salt and some kind of steak sauce, we were too busy eating all of them instantly to really notice. Dan ordered the smoked pork sandwich, which was full of juicy pulled pork covered in a solid Carolina-style vinaigrette. When we arrived at Beaver’s, we definitely get your money’s worth at Rabbit Cafe. Size varies, the quality of the food is tasty as well. The Bilbo the Magnificent sandwich is a lovely blend of self-guarded and crunchy cucumber and actually manages to make sponges taste good, which I thought was impossible. Beaver’s is well-seasoned, with just a hint of a kick.

However, it would have been nice to have the condiments on the table, rather than having to ask awkwardly for ketchup. Twice. Otherwise, the service was exemplary. The waiter was well-versed in the ingredients of each of the dishes and was able to steer vegans away from any stray mayonnaise or cheese. The food and check both arrived promptly, which is always nice when you have homework to do.

The dessert offerings at Rabbit Cafe are decadent and warm, meaning that you can try different ones every time you visit. The key time pie was delicious and, in keeping with Beavers’s tradition of huge portions, appeared to be almost a quarter of the pie. The whole thing was topped with luxurious whipped cream.

The only downside to Rabbit Cafe is the meager amount of vegetarian offerings on the menu. This is particularly disappointing as Beavers began as a vegetarian cafe. One would have thought that the tradition of feeding veggie lovers would continue but the variety is limited to just a few, rather standard vegetarian plates.

Rabbit Cafe is a wonderful restaurant that, aside from being a prime spot for local dog lovers, manages to provide an enjoyable dining experience that even people who never got past their second Tolkien book like. Vegetarians will find some good, though not plentiful, options and can rejoice in the fact that their sandwich may very well feed them for two days. A meal at Rabbit Cafe is an experience worth having, whatever or not you’re vegetarian.

Siegfried Bilstein and Dan Nelson are WICS College seniors.

Each plate also comes with a variety of sides — some for an extra charge — like fruit, a heaping pile of fries or potato chips or, oddly enough, a mound of shredded carrots. Consider the amount of food served on each plate, you definitely get your money’s worth at Rabbit Cafe. Size varies, the quality of the food is tasty as well. The Bilbo the Magnificent sandwich is a lovely blend of self-guarded and crunchy cucumber and actually manages to make sponges taste good, which I thought was impossible. Beaver’s is well-seasoned, with just a hint of a kick.

However, it would have been nice to have the condiments on the table, rather than having to ask awkwardly for ketchup. Twice. Otherwise, the service was exemplary. The waiter was well-versed in the ingredients of each of the dishes and was able to steer vegans away from any stray mayonnaise or cheese. The food and check both arrived promptly, which is always nice when you have homework to do.

The dessert offerings at Rabbit Cafe are decadent and warm, meaning that you can try different ones every time you visit. The key time pie was delicious and, in keeping with Beavers’s tradition of huge portions, appeared to be almost a quarter of the pie. The whole thing was topped with luxurious whipped cream.

The only downside to Rabbit Cafe is the meager amount of vegetarian offerings on the menu. This is particularly disappointing as Beavers began as a vegetarian cafe. One would have thought that the tradition of feeding veggie lovers would continue but the variety is limited to just a few, rather standard vegetarian plates.

Rabbit Cafe is a wonderful restaurant that, aside from being a prime spot for local dog lovers, manages to provide an enjoyable dining experience that even people who never got past their second Tolkien book like. Vegetarians will find some good, though not plentiful, options and can rejoice in the fact that their sandwich may very well feed them for two days. A meal at Rabbit Cafe is an experience worth having, whatever or not you’re vegetarian.

Siegfried Bilstein and Dan Nelson are WICS College seniors.
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Soccer off to best start ever in conference play
Owls get key goals in waning moments of matches; sit tied atop C-USA standings

by Ross Michie-Derrick

If Holloway Track/Field Field were equipped with a scoreboard showing the scores of other conference matches, the soccer team would have been glued to the television watching one specific game. As Friday's slate of C-USA matches dwindled down, the Owls and the University of Texas-Pan American (9-2-2 C-USA) were tied at zero. Across town, the University of Houston (9-2-2, 4-0 C-USA) was also dejected at zero with conference opponent Colorado College (4-4, 0-3 C-USA). With Rice, UTEP and Houston all knotted at zero, it was the Owls who would tally a little bit of a goal in the waning moments going to pull ahead of the others in the conference standings.

For the second straight game, it was Owls who scored the late-night goal, when freshman defender Hayley Williams headed it to Williams, who followed her teammate's lead by heading it back to the net. The Owls' stlalwart defense held off a late barrage of shots from the vaunted Miners' offense but managed to keep a clean sheet. The significance of the game-winning goal was not lost on Williams.

"It was awesome," she said. "To keep our winning streak alive at 3-0 (in conference play) was a great feeling." Williams' goal also marked the third straight game in which a defender has scored for the Owls, something that had rarely happened in the season's opening weeks.

However, interim coach Nicky Adams said there has been no ad-
justment responsible for the back-
line's newfound fire power.

"Those goals should be scoring on set pieces," she said. "They have the size and power to do it and have been stripping the ball well in practice."

Sunday provided another opportu-
nity for the Owls to demonstrate their prowess for scoring goals late in the game. Colorado College took an early lead on a 20th minute goal from forward Sydney Petter and kept it into the second half. The Tigers took an 11-7 lead in shots into halftime but Rice continued to press through out the second half, finally creating a golden opportunity in the 69th minute with a goal from senior forward Keryn Ward. Ward set up the goal again by providing a pinpoint pass to Taylor, who then spun and took a left-foot shot, despite the fact that she was on the right side of the goal. Nevertheless, the ball shot past the goalkeeper, try again the match for Rice.

As Ward hadn't done enough for her team over the weekend, just a couple of minutes later, the King and native captured the lead from Colorado College with a desperately quick release from 18 yards out, courtesy of a pass from Williams, the hero in the game from the day before. Ward also captured the C-USA assist of the week.

Schamun sets record as volleyball cruises

by Ross Michie-Derrick

Any player would openly admit that the goals of the team take precedence over the personal individual records. However, that sometime player may secretly wish of having their name etched at the top of the list in a statistical category. For kicker for senior midfielder Breanna Schamun, her desire came in conflict with the other as the Owls had a perfect weekend. Leading both the University of Texas-Pan American (10-7, 2-2 C-USA) and the University of Houston (4-4, 0-3 C-USA), with Schamun breaking the Owls' record for career assists by making her 4,541st assist during the second set of the UTEP match. Rice's victories increased their record to 4-1 in conference and put them in third in C-USA behind Southern Methodist University (12-1, 4-0 C-USA) and the University of Tulsa (9-4, 1-0 C-USA).

On Friday, Rice hosted UTEP in what was senior middle blocker Nancy Cole's last home game. Miners were undefeated in the conference at the time. Rice won the match with set scores of 25-20, 25-22, 25-18 and 25-10 to hand UTEP their first conference loss of the season. Rice's victory increased their record to 2-0 in conference and put them in third in C-USA behind Southern Methodist University (12-1, 4-0 C-USA) and the University of Tulsa (9-4, 1-0 C-USA).

On Saturday, the Owls traveled to UCF in Orlando, Fla. to play the Golden Knights. Rice's win was as close as they walked away with a 30-27, 25-22, 25-20 victory over the Knights. McCord had 15 kills and Cole added 14. Lance had 25 digs while Schamun added 25 assists.

The Owls are also now over .500 with a 3-2 record overall. The Owls hope to stay above the mark this week as they face Tulane University (4-4, 1-3 C-USA) in two matches in Tulane Fieldhouse tonight and tomorrow.

In Rice's past few seasons, the team has posted a 2-0 record against the Green Wave, although Rice won their last meeting against Tulane 3-0 in New Orleans last season. However, this isn't the same Tulane team that Rice has faced in the past as the Green Wave have gotten off to a slow start with a 4-9 record in conference and a 4-12 record overall.

Head Coach George Volpe feels that Tulane is stronger than their record shows.

"You have to be very aggressive with their serving and with their attacks," he said. "They are going to focus once again on our defense with the hard hitters that they have and we have to set. We're very consistent, so we're just going to focus on our attacks and we're going to focus on our defense with the hard hitters that we have.

The Owls split their two matches against the Green Wave last season.
**SOCCER**

**FROM PAGE 12**

USA Offensive Player of the Week award, the first Owl to garner the honor since Erin Scott (Wiess '10) won Oct. 20, 2008.


**VOLLEYBALL**

**FROM PAGE 12**

serve. It should be a really tough competition." The Owls regained the upper hand in the rivalry last year, winning 3-0 at Tudor Fieldhouse, but the Green Wave swept the Owls in two matches in 2008 and eliminated them from the C-USA Tournament in 2007 in the first round.

Other than presuming Tulane, the Owls are trying to focus on the fact that they have to play out of 10 consecutive SEC nights.

Playing both nights will be a challenge for Rice, which has been outscored 4-2 in six consecutive SEC nights.

Rice's senior outfielder Tommy Schamun said, "We did this a couple of weeks ago against [the University of] Houston in a great game. Senior strength Chris Jones forced aumble on the return, which was returned to the endzone on the recovery by sophomore cornerback Philip Gaines.

SMU scored two more touchdowns in the third, one off of a blocked field goal, to go up 28-10. The teams traded touchdown blows in the fourth quarter without Rice ever coming within six points, making the final score 42-17 in favor of SMU.

Redshirt sophomore running back Sam McGuliffe had a big game for the Owls, with 16 rushing yards and 44 passing yards, providing a good chunk of the Owls' offense. Fanciulli ended up with 279 passing yards, but two interceptions, bringing his season total to six compared to only one passing touchdown.

Rice quarterback Klein Kubak, son of Houston Texans Coach Gary Kubak, had a breakout game with four catches for 57 yards to lead the team. Senior receiver John Crawford had four catches for 57 yards.

"Receivers are really starting to make some plays," Kubak said. "But we need some big plays. We need to get some people missing so we can pick up more yards." This weekend, the Owls travel to the University of Texas-El Paso, the team's first road game in a month. UTEP, typically a weak team in C-USA, looks strong this year with a 4-1 record. Star running back Donald Buckman, who rushed for 1,591 yards in 2009, is expected to suit up against Rice despite dealing with a knee injury this season.

Rice has won the last four meetings between the teams and holds an 8-5 advantage in the series. The last time the Owls had a winning streak of more than four games against an opponent was when they won eight straight against SMU in the early '90s.

If the Owls hope to win this weekend, they will have to play an all-around game and limit the big plays. UTEP has one of the most experienced quarterback in the conference in senior 'Bower Vittate, who has thrown 12 interceptions and 14 touchdowns in the last three years. He will surely be able to find any weaknesses in the Owls' secondary and exploit them.

Fanciulli knows what his team is up against this weekend. "They're not going to be a walk and they're hard to gauge because their only loss is the University of Houston in a great game," Kubak said. "I'm sure they're ready to play. They're much improved defensively; they're not making the mistakes they've made in the past."
Golf grabs sixth place in Louisiana; looks to N.C. next
by Paul Fitzgerald

Needing a solid final-round performance, senior Michael Whitehead was the first to move the golf team into a tie for sixth after a 67 on Tuesday as they fought off Squire Creek Intercollegiate hosted by Texas Tech in Choudrant, La. The Sugar Land native started off with an opening 70 but ended up finishing the round with a 71 for a total score of 138, which was recorded by any Rice golfer since the 1990s.

Rice shut a cumulative three-round score of 582 to tie for six at the Squire Creek Golf Club. State Tech University will be the next host of the Owls in the fall, followed by the Louisiana State University, and the team is looking forward to returning to the road with a solid finish.

As has been the case for most of the season, Whitehead led the Owls with his second consecutive top-five finish. Though Whitehead would be the only one to match his first-round lead with a second-round 78, his second round was still good enough to move him into second place at the Squire Creek. Club. Whitehead feels as if his game is coming into form this year.

"I've been working on some stuff lately and I feel like it's all coming together," Whitehead said. "I've just been focusing on getting better and what I need to improve on and focusing on the big picture, and all of the other stuff will come along."

Freshman Jeffery Wibawa finished in a tie for 22nd with a three-round score of 222, sophomore Brock Wilson's score of 223 allowed him to post his best finish of the fall with a tie for 42nd. Wilson moved into a tie with Whitehead for second place as they finished the game day by day. "We haven't achieved what we set out to achieve yet, so we're still trying to learn and get better," Scott said. "We're still trying to get the ball into the hole as few strokes as possible, no matter who we're up against."

After leaving Durham, they will travel to Baton Rouge, La., for the David Toms Intercollegiate, hosted by Louisiana State University, where Rice finished in a tie for fifth last year against a stacked field.

The two events could prove crucial to a Rice team that will most likely find itself close to the bubble for postseason play. The David Toms Intercollegiate could provide the Owls with a confidence boost moving into their winter break or give the team a negative to focus on until its resumption in February.

The team's score for the opening two weeks is not lost on Whitehead.

"You want to say they're the same as any other tournament, but they're not," Whitehead said. "We have a great opportunity here to improve our ranking."

Scott, however, went a little bit further in addressing the significance of Rice's next two events, simply saying:

"They'll make it break our season."

THE RICE THRESHER
SPORTS

Golf

The Rice Owls finished in sixth place at the Squire Creek Intercollegiate this past Tuesday, which was recorded by any Rice golfer since the 1990s. The Owls are currently preparing for their next event at the Louisiana State University, and looking forward to returning to the road with a solid finish.

LIVE TWEETING FOR FOOTBALL
Starting during the pregame show, Tweeting at twitter.com/ThresherSports will happen live from the living room of the Myers household. So dial into 97.5 FM ESPN for the play-by-play and whip out your laptop to keep track of the Owls as they get win number two in El Paso.

Sid Rich claims defensive battle against McMurry
by Ryan Glassman

Wrapped up in their second defensive struggle in as many weeks, Sid Richardson College faced McMurry College scores in the first quarter but were unable to produce any points of their own. In the second quarter, Sid senior quarterback Blanca Sabato capped off a drive into the red zone, finding sophomore wide receiver John Robinson on a flag pattern in the red zone to take the lead. Sid Rich completed the extra point, taking a 7-0 lead into the half.

The second half was more of the same, as both defenses held their ground and kept their teams in the game. The Game of the Week became a field position battle, with both punters backing up the opposition in their own territory to keep the scoring down. Sid Rich and McMurray exchanged possessions in the third quarter, with the Sid Rich offense on the field to begin the fourth quarter. Sid Rich kept the ball on the ground, looking to kill some time as they moved the ball beyond midfield and into McMurry territory. But the drive would stall at the McMurry 35, as Sid Rich was forced to punt with no return. The McMurray offense, pinned deep in their own territory, took advantage of a personal foul call, moving the ball from the shadow of their own end zone and kicking off what would be a long and strategic drive. McMurray elected to return the punt, moving the ball beyond midfield with a pair of successful running plays before the Sid defense could adjust.

McMurray, with the clock winding down, went for a few short passing plays but could not convert the first down, until a brilliant offensive call brought them into the red zone with under four minutes left in the game. With the Sid defense over-committing on running plays, McMurray ran a wide receiver reverse to the left side, with senior Allie Scully taking the ball down the sideline and inside the Sid Rich 20-yard line, just two plays later, the call was the same as the reverse brought the ball inside Sid's 5-yard line for a first down. The Sid Rich defenders containment was immediately more important, the game, lay on the line, as Sid Rich's 7-yard lead looked anything but concrete with the game clock running down.

McMurray was pushed back on first down by a high snap out of shotgun, pushing the offense behind the 5-yard line for second down. McMurray ran an inside draw on second down to get the ball back inside the 40, but were stopped by an interception on third down. With the game clock now under two minutes, the fourth-and-goal play would decide the game, as Sid would have the option to kneel out the clock with a fourth-down stop. McMurray went to the air, lobbing a pass in the end zone toward Scully on the right side of the field. Sid sophomore cornerback Lorenzo Conti turned in time to deflect the ball and preserve the 7-0 victory.

Note: Due to a lack of responses from coaches at other colleges, no other detailed recaps are available.

“Best Breakfast Taco!”

Houston Press, 2006-2009

“Best Taco!” (Taco Verde)

Houston Press, Editor’s Pick

“Taco You Must Eat Before You Die”

Texas Monthly (Lamb Barbacoa)

3704 Main Street near the HCC Ensemble Light Rail Stop tacosagogo.com | (713) 807 TACO (8286)
Which Owl will use the latest technology and sometimes even invent it?

Join us, and you will.

Many Rice University graduates have worked with Chevron to meet the world's demand for energy. Chevron is working every day to responsibly explore, develop and supply energy that keeps the world moving forward. Discover what it's like to be a key member of our team and work in an environment that rewards collaborative thinking and innovation. Visit us at www.chevron.com/careers to find out when we'll be on campus. Join us, and together we can accomplish great things.
FRIDAY

Yo ho, me ‘earties

Thanks to Passport to Houston, you get $2 tickets to the newest ex-hibits from the Museum for Natural Science, “Real Pirates!”, starting today. All you have to do is bring your Rice ID to save approximately $5 off the admission price. Discover the artifacts and stories from the old ships Whychud, which was attacked by pirates in the day.

Ogres are like onions

Did you know Shrek the Musical is coming to H-Town? It’s true, and in anticipation of it, the Lobby Center is showing the movie this weekend. What this means for you is that if you head to Discovery Green tonight at 7:30, you can watch a public screening of Shrek for free. This is widely accepted to be the best movie of all time. You can even whip out your suit of armor and participate in the costume contest. Bring some parfait, because, as we all know, everyone loves parfait.

You know what they say about lawyers...

They say that if you want to be one, you should probably think about going to law school. That’s why you should stop by the Law School Fair today from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the RMC. Grand Hall. Representatives from law schools across the country, like the Stanford, Cornell, Duke, etc., will be there to discuss the benefits and drawbacks of their respective programs and give advice about the application process.

Drop it like it’s hot

Today is the last day you are allowed to drop classes, so know which ones you’re keeping and which classes you’re failing so you can ditch them. Incidentally, it’s also the last day in which classes you’re failing are allowed to drop classes, so you can ditch them. Incidentally, it’s also the last day in which you can give advice about the respective programs and give advice about the application process.

AWES 101: Introduction to AWES

That should be a college course. Speaking of which, if you want to teach one of those next semester, you’d better submit your proposal, because it’s due to the Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies. A list of classes that should be offered: PMED 241: Being an Englishman, ACAD 242: Making the Most of a Small Salary and PHYS 128: How to Build Your Social Skills. On a more serious note, student-teacher courses are one of the things that make Rice unique, so think about teaching one.

SATURDAY

Watching weird movies

You can make a career of learning and knowledgable at cocktail parties and it’s a great way to pick up women, if that’s what you’re into. That’s why you should go to the Department of Visual and Dramatic Arts’ screening of a short film today between 7 to 10 p.m. in the Rice Cinema. The topics range from laundry-obsessed teens to office safety, and it’s free!

Attn: NPR nerds

Ina Glass, master storyteller and creator of the popular radio show “Thin American Life” is coming to Houston to give a talk at the Jones Hall at 8 p.m. called “Radio Stories and Other Stories,” during which he will talk about the creative and behind-the-scenes processes that go into producing his show, how raw materials are transformed into compelling narratives and the origin and format of the program. Brought to you by the Society of the Performing Arts. Tickets are purchased for $30 on www.riceuniversity.org.

Sheath your swords

Have you been to the Texas Renaissance Festival yet? If not, you should, and this is a good year to do so. The theme is Oktoberfest and you’re bound to be a heel. Located in Plantersville, Texas, it’s just about the best thing since sliced bread. Where else can you see jesters, eat turkey legs and walk around wearing a chain mail bikini? You may be disappointed if you’re expecting historical accuracy, but if you like glorified misrepresentations of giant chunks of history, this is the event for you! The best thing is that you can get discounted Saturday tickets and free Sunday ones from the info desk at the RMC.

Hear a blues legend

B.B. King, a blues legend named in Rolling Stone magazine as #5 on the list of greatest guitarists ever, plays today at the Toyota Center today at 8 p.m. The concert starts at 8 p.m. and tickets range upward of $50. Here’s a few fun trivia facts: born Riley B. King, the musician got his stage name from his nickname “Blues Boy” on his radio show. He bought his first guitar at age 12 for $15, which today would be about $320.

SUNDAY

Spiritual healing

Fans of acupuncture, meditation, medication, yoga and all that jazz take note, if you’re interested in spiritual healing, you can check out a free public lecture called “Healing on the Spiritual Path” about spiritual healing through the teachings of Gerhard Bacher and Bruno Groening. This event takes place this afternoon at the University of Houston in the town Center Mediterranean Room 9:00 to 3:00 p.m.

Four day weekend!

ZOMG breaks are the best thing ever, especially now around mid-term season. Take this chance to relax, curl up with a good book, and catch up with your friends. Unless you’re a senior, in which case, feel free to spend these four long days preparing for the GRE, interviewing and writing for law school applications. Sucks for you.

Columbus Day

The discovery of America is celebrated today, even though it technically was more of a minor error than the big deal that was not what to become the U.S. Still, it’s also National Kick Butt Day, which is a good day of going hand in hand with colonization.

TUESDAY

The break continues!

Seriously, let’s reiterate how awesome no school is. You seriously should be doing nothing today. Absolutely nothing. To prove this point, here is a cool blank vold to symbolize the nothingness that should be occurring.

WEDNESDAY

Deep sea dancing

The Becky Valls University of Houston Dance Ensemble presents an energetic dance performance that takes the audience under –water to explore ocean landscapes, plant life, species of fish and the power of waves and tides. The show involves audience participation! If you’re interested, come to the Barbara and Elyse J. McNeedle Outdoor Theatre at 11 a.m.

Beauly ladies

For the ladies out there that want to be in shape without looking like the new football coach from “Glee,” the Women’s Resource Center can help. Come to the Barbara and David Gibbs Recreation and Wellness Center lobby at 6:30 p.m. to join a free one-our weight room orientation led by trainer Donna McGree. This event is only open to women and is perfect for those of the female persuasion who want to train and get stronger but don’t know how to use the equipment.

THURSDAY

Take a Thursday break

and enjoy one of the many free classes offered at Discovery Green park. You can enjoy the following classes: Yoga from 10:00 to 11 a.m., karate from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. or choose between zumba and yoga from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. In addition to getting in shape, you can enjoy a free concert at the park from 6:30 to 9 p.m. by Texas based Two Tons of Steel and Ponderosa at the Anheuser-Busch Stage and Fondren Performance Space. Or you can just take the 12-acre park, there is plenty to do there, as the park is equipped with a lake, open green space perfect for studying and several modern art exhibits available to the public.
Take our advice and check our flow
Roll with us here, people. It was a slow week for comedy.

Yo dawgs. Midterm elections are approaching, and after Cindy Dinh's opinion piece in the Sept. 24 edition of the Thresher about registering to vote we are willing to offer you a very simple decision-making tool to help determine which party to vote with. Start from the top and our chart will do all of the thinking for you. Don't blame us if you end up feeling compelled to write in Justin Bieber for governor.

Our next brilliant idea
It requires your assistance

We hear you, people. You're lonely. You're afraid. You're self-conscious. And you're all asking yourself, "How can I, the lonely, unloved grad student/pro-terrestrial/immensely highly intelligent squirreled, be more like the backpage�aters?"

I feel like I can only picture them flying down the highway with the wind in their hair, getting on their face and they leave and The News blaring in the background. How can I get some awesome rockin' guitar as my theme song?

We hate seeing you all so unhappy, so we're setting up a rave session where you can ask us anything you want, from relationship advice to how to improve your personal hygiene. And who knows... maybe someday you'll be able to rock out in a convertible in the bushes of Bachman-Turner Overdrive.

So, you want to vote? Follow these steps.

STEP ONE: Ponder that which sucks about your miserable little life.

STEP TWO: E-mail us a question related to said lifecycle.

STEP THREE: Profit.

____________________________________________________________________

The backpage is satire and is written by James Rehl and Connor Hayes. Seriously, e-mail us questions for our next issue.

CLASSIFIEDS

TUTORS WANTED. Learning squared, a private tutoring service, needs part time tutors in Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Spanish, English, Economics, and Finance. Flexible hours. Excellent pay. No house calls. Office located close to campus. 713-524-7056.

COME TEACH FOR TESTMasters! No experience necessary! All training is provided. Full and part time positions available. Dynamic and energetic teachers wanted. Pay rate start at $30. $35/week. Call 281-1766 or email rice-jacks@testmasters.com.

SAT/PSAT TUTORS at Top Learning Center. Full and part time positions. pay rate starts at $30-$40/hour. Call 832-278-5973, Email us at seagrae@gmail.com.

PARTRIME PERSONAL ASSISTANT Approx. 4-6 hours per week. Must be extremely organized, have car, good phone skills, detail oriented, like dogs. I have a dog. Organizing office for Interior Designer, personal errands, dog walking, computer work. Must provide references. chels陳en@comcast.net.

SEEKING AFTERNOON CHILD/TOURING HELP. Do you have reliable car and a good driving record? Can you multitask? Do you consider yourself fun & enjoy kids? Looking for someone to pick up kids from school (approx. 3:30-7:30) and do household help (general tutoring, laundry, etc.). Contact Lani @ 705-1266.

NEWBIE RESPONSIBLE driver to pick up middle school child after school. West U/Humble area. 5 p.m.-7:30 p.m. Mondays. papeguraz@juno.com.

NEED TRAINEE MOTORCYCLE TUTOR. Near Rice. $20/hour. If interested, call mthamm@rice.edu

HOUSING

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT with a private balcony will be available early October at 9300 Richmond Ave. The unit has central a/c, hardwood floors in the living/dining room and carpet in the bedrooms. There are plenty of cabinets and a pantry in the kitchen. Lots of closets and built in bookshelves in the living room. On site laundry, reserved off street parking in a gated lot next to a pool. Pets okay with an extra deposit, but no dogs please.

$525. Call Diane Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm at 713 546 7346. Ask about our graduate student special.

Two bedroom one bath apartment available now at 9300 Richmond Ave. The unit has central a/c, hardwood floors in the living/dining room and carpet in the bedrooms. Three lots of kitchen cabinets and a pantry. Two walk in closets, track lights and built in bookshelves. On site laundry, reserved off street parking in a gated lot next to a pool. Cat okay with an extra deposit, but no dogs please. $775. Call Diane Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm at 713 546 7346. Ask about our graduate student special.

For Rent ONE BED, One Bath 2 blocks from Rice Shuttle. Ask about our graduate student special.

OTHERS

EXPERIENCED TUTOR AVAILABLE for 10 students. 6-10 tutoring experience in Math and Science. Please call 832-308-8066.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Annual subscription rate: $30
Self-delivered domestic: $35
$90 International via First Class Mail

New subscription rate: $35 (student)
Second copy $5
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